
High Security 3 Star  
Euro Profile Cylinder

Security locked within.



Security locked within.
Independently tested, the ERA 3 Star high security cylinder, is no ordinary lock.  

The clever central locking cam will only rotate with the use of the correct key – without 

it, it’s completely secure from any unwanted access. The external defence zone has a 

designated snap line, so, even if an intruder happens to snap the cylinder, this defensive 

line protects the central cam from unauthorised access. Keeping the property safe, 

secure and with genuine peace of mind, from the experts in total security.

Achieving the highest Kitemark rating for the maximum level of protection, the ERA 

3 Star cylinder is tested and approved with the Master Locksmith Association to its 

highest Diamond Standard, has the Police Preferred Specification, and is recommended 

by Neighbourhood Watch. 

Anti-snap Anti-bump Anti-drill Anti-pick BS EN
1303:2015

Patented cam only 

rotates with the use 

of the correct key

Anti-pick and anti-bump 

security pins, with multiple 

anti-drill rods 

Defensive snap secure line protects 

central cam when under attack

Clever central cam 

remains locked at 

all times

From inside, correct key 

can operate the cylinder 

even after attack 

Strong nickel keys



Strength  
is key.

Outer strength,  
inner peace of mind.

Secure  
with confidence.

The strong steel nickel key is tough enough to 

withstand 100,000 durability cycles. The key head 

and thumbturn have been ergonomically designed 

for a firm grip while providing that all-important 

smoothness of operation. 

Low torque resistance means even for users with 

restricted movement the lock is effortless to operate. 

With the security features on the external side  

of the cylinder, to ensure the inside is protected,  

the orientation of the cylinder is marked on the cylinder 

itself, internal (INT) and external (EXT). 

Choose from Satin Chrome, Polished Chrome, Satin 

Brass or Dual Colour, the ERA 3 Star cylinder is suitable 

for use with most door handles with a Euro profile 

design, in a choice of single, double or thumbturn. 

For guaranteed peace of mind, each cylinder  

is supported with a £2000 Anti-Snap guarantee. 

Simply register your key once fitted and rest assured 

you’re protected. Conditions apply.

High Security 3 Star Euro Profile Cylinder



Here to help.

In experts we trust.

Choose BSI-approved re-pinning at ERA, for several flexible keying options, 

to suit any home or business – keyed alike, master key or keyed to differ. 

Keys are also uniquely coded to allow for ease of re-ordering replacement  

or additional keys. 

For trade customers, the independent UKAS test house can even test doors 

independently to the latest PAS 24 standards.

With over 180 years of designing, manufacturing and supplying market-leading locking 

solutions, ERA continues to drive innovation through the highest security measures, 

allowing you to stay one step ahead of would-be intruders. 

Rigorous internal and independent testing assures you of a product and brand that 

works hard to bring peace of mind, with reliable solutions that have been securing 

homes for generations. 

ERA Home Security

Valiant Way, Wolverhampton, West Midlands, WV9 5GB

erahomesecurity.com 

Customer Services  
01922 270753

Technical Support  
01922 490050


